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FOREWORD
During and since "World T»;ar II, there has been increasing interest in aspen
(Populus tremuloides ) in the Lake States, its availability and supply,
properties and uses, and management. Aspen is a tree of primary importance
in 20 million acres or 40 percent of the total forest area of the three Lake
States - Michigan, Minnesota, and "Wisconsin.
At an informal meeting at Madison, Wisconsin, in January, 1947, forestry
representatives of several federal, state, and industrial groups in the Lake
States agreed that it would be desirable to bring up to date what is known
on aspen and make it available to anyone interested. The job of preparing
this information in the form of reports was assigned to each of the groups
listed below. The reports will be duplicated as rapidly as completed, and
the entire project should be finished by the end of 1947. Each report will
concern one aspect of the subject. Copies will be available from the Lake
States Forest Experiment Station or from each contributor.
Report Number Subject
1 Aspen Properties and Uses
2 Aspen Availability and Supply
3 Logging Methods and Peeling of Aspen
4 Milling of Aspen into Lumber
5 Seasoning of Aspen
6 Aspen Lumber Grades and Characteristics
7 Mechanical Properties of Aspen
8 Machining and Related Properties of Aspen
9 Aspen Lumber for Building Purposes
10 Aspen for Containers
11 Aspen for Core Stock
12 Small Dimension and Other Industrial Uses of Aspen
13 Aspen for "Veneer
14 Aspen for Pulp and Paper
15 Aspen for Cabin Logs
16 Aspen for Excelsior
17 Aspen Defiberization and Refining of Product
18 Chemical Utilization of Aspen
19 Preservative Treatment of Aspen
20 Marketing of Aspen
21 Possibilities of Managing Aspen
Contributors to Lake States Aspen Reports
Lake States Forest Experiment Station, St. Paul 1, Minn.
Forest Products Laboratory, Madison 5, Wis.
North Central Region, U. S. Forest Service, Milwaukee 3, Wis.
Div. of Forestry, Univ. of Minnesota, University Farm, St. Paul 1, Minn.
School of Forestry and Conservation. University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Department of Forestry, Michigan State College, East Lansing, Mich.
Michigan College of Mining and Technology, Houghton, Mich.
Superior Tifood Products, Inc., Duluth 2, Minn.
Forestry Agent, Chicago & North Western Railvray System, St. Paul 1, Minn.
REPORT NO. 11
ASPEN FOR CORE STOCK l/
By
Arlie W. Toole 2/
Superior Wood Products, Inc.
Duluth, Minnesota
INTRODUCTION
During recent years, aspen has been used in the Lake States region for a
number of products. The war years in particular showed a marked increase
in the use of aspen for pulpwood, box lumber, and many other wood products.
The annual cut of aspen lumber in the region increased from approximately
67 million board feet in 1941 to 152 million board feet in 1946. In
spite of this increased use, aspen still remains the only major tree
species in the Lake States in which annual growth exceeds annual drain e
It represents the major forest resource in this region that is presently
available for sizable plant expansion if a reasonable balance is to be
maintained between growth and drain.
The aspen type occupies 20 million acres or approximately 39 percent of
the commercial forest area of the Lake States. The saw-timber volume is
estimated to be about 6-|- billion board feet in trees 9 inches d.b.h.
and over, with a larger volume in smaller sized trees. It is estimated
that the present aspen resource- could sustain an annual cut in saw timber
of approximately 300 million board feet. The present and future avail-
ability of aspen saw timber suggests that suitable uses should be developed
for this resource in keeping with the most favored characteristics of the
wood.
Within recent years considerable interest has developed in the use of aspen
for core stock in furniture manufacture and allied uses. The character-
istics of the wood adapt it for this use when it is we 1 1 manufactured,
properly seasoned, and of the right grade. Several large panel and ply-
wood producers are now using aspen for lumber core stock. Many furniture
manufacturers are also using considerable volumes of aspen core stock.
\j Aspen as used in this report includes large tooth aspen (populus
grandidentata) and trembling aspen (Populus tremuloides) .
2/ Now Industrial Forest Engineer, Duluth 2, Minnesota.
.
ASPEN SUITABLE FOR GORE STOCK
Lumber core stock is a fabricated product formed by edge- joining random
-width lumber cuttings with glue to form a panel of specified width,
length, and thickness. It is produced both in special core stock plants
and in the users' plants by a variety of manufacturing methods and types
of equipment, using various kinds of glue depending upon the product to
be manufactured. Lumber core stock is generally used as a center ply for
three or five ply veneered stock. Lumber core stock is produced in
several grades and in thickness from 3/8-inch rough, or 3/l6-inch S2S, and
up in standard thicknesses.
Core stock produced from lumber has many uses in the industrial field.
One of the main ones is in furniture manufacture. The increased use of
veneered products in furniture manufacture has stepped up the need for
lumber core stock. Large amounts of lumber core stock are also used in
the production of veneered fixtures and panelling, and in all veneered
products where a stable center ply of heavier thickness than veneer is
required to develop the maximum utility or appearance of the product.
Aspen T<"ood Has Properties Desired in Core Stoc
To be acceptable for core stock, wood must have certain properties. Among
the most important of these are: ( l) the gluing characteristics of the
wood, (2) a low shrinkage and swelling factor, (3) low specific gravity,
(4) straight grain, (5) uniformity of texture or lack of contrast between
springwrood and summerwood, and (6) ease of machinability in the major
wood-working processes.
Aspen wood rates well in all of these major requirements. It produces
a strong glue line with any of the standard type glues. It has a very
low shrinkage and swelling factor; it is superior to many more highly
prized woods in this respect „ The machining qualities of aspen wood are
very similar to those of other soft-textured hardwood species. In other
words, under proper conditions adjusted to the wood itself, it can be
finished to satisfactory smoothness for all ordinary uses.
In addition to these requirements, aspen wood has several other properties
which make it desirable for core stock material. It has a very fine,
uniform texture.- It is moderately light but tough. It is superior in
shock resistance to such moderately light woods as ea.stern spruce, cotton-
wood, yellow poplar, eastern hemlock, and light woods such as basswood,
balsam fir, and white pine. It has about the same bending strength as
eastern white pine. In softness and uniformity of texture, it is about
equal to basswood and yellow poplar. Its stiffness is a little less than
that of the other species mentioned. In common with other light to mod-
erately lightweight woods, aspen has a relatively low screw-holding
capacity, but it is also relatively free of splitting and when the proper
size screws and lead holes are used, good results are obtained.
Except for an appreciable amount of collapse in boards cut from the
inner portion of certain trees, aspen seasons rather quickly and
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easily to a low moisture content provided proper practices are followed,,
Availability of Aspen Wood
Aside from having desirable physical and mechanical properties, a wood
must be readily available at- reasonable cost to be of interest to core
stock producers.
While some of the higher quality cabinet woods have machining charac-
teristics which make them very desirable for core stock, the higher
cost of these woods and other factors make them generally unavailable
for this use. However, the veneer process has extended the supply of
the better cabinet species, and increased use of veneer has expanded
the demand for suitable core stock woods.
Aspen wood is available in sufficient quantities to provide a steady
flow of raw material of a quality suitable for core stock production
if properly graded for this use. It is competitive in price on a grade
basis with other species commonly used for this purpose. It is well
adapted to industrial uses in which the demand is for small and medium-
size cuttings and in which the limiting defects found in aspen can be
eliminated before fabrication.
Aspen Can 3e Used for Core Stock
Through no inherent characteristics of the wood itself, aspen lumber
produced on a mill- run basis has acquired an unfavorable reputation
as general industrial lumber* This has been due mainly to the small
size of the average tree, the common 100-inch log length, the low
percentage of upper grades, and the generally poor manufacture and
seasoning practices of the average small portable mill. However, since
aspen lumber is now being produced in considerable volume in permanent
mills with modern dry kiln facilities, much of the criticism on the
latter point is being overcome * Grading and production of standard
length lumber would help to overcome the other objections.
Mill - run aspen lumber from old-growth stands frequently produces up to
30 percent Ho. 1 Common and Better lumber; 35 percent Ho. 2 Common, with
the balance Ho. 3 Common and below. The grade of Ho. 2 Common and Better
in aspen (HHLA rules) produces a satisfactory grade for production of
core stock.
Information developed for a representative group of wood-using industries
showed that the size of cutting required by these industries was consider-
ably smaller than is popularly believed. Requirements were so moderate
that 50 percent of the volume of cuttings used was in widths of 4
inches or less and 00 percent in cuttings 48 inches and under in length.
Lumber produced from small timber can be used economically to meet the
needs of ordinary wood-using industries if the cost-price per cutting
for labor and material does not exceed that when using higher grade lumber.
Grade is important but it can be minimized by carefully limiting defects
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for the use to which the cutting is to be put. In the production of core
stock, attention and study should be given to the needs of various users
of the product. Gutting to specific requirement s as to size and grade
of stock will increase the yield of salable product in the case of aspen
lumber. Since the utilization of short-length lumber is air/ays a problem
to any wood-using industry, this question should receive particular
attention when using aspen.
METHODS OF MANUFACTURE
Drying of Lumber
Lumber must be dried to an average moisture content of 5 to 6 percent
on an oven-dry basis before being fabricated into core stock. Aspen
lumber dries readily in modern dry kilns to this moisture content in
approximately six days for 4/4 lumber without prior air drying. In
this respect aspen is classed as one of the less difficult hardwoods
to dry satisfactorily with a minimum amount of degrade.
During the drying process, certain stresses are set up in the wood which
must be relieved before the wood is in condition for use in core stock.
Casehardening is a common form of internal stress in wood that must be
corrected before the wood is discharged from the dry kiln. This is
usually accomplished by admitting steam into the kiln for the required
length of time at the end of the drying cycle. Following removal from
the kiln, the dried lumber should be allowed to cool off or condition
in protected storage for two or three days before entering the manufac-
turing process in order that internal stresses in the lumber may be
reduced.
The most common defect encountered in the kiln drying of aspen is collapse.
This occurs most frequently in darkened heartwood and in wood immediately
inside of the white sapwood area. Such collapsed wood is likely to have
a high green moisture content and its occurrence may be associated with
incipient decay, although the exact cause is unknown. 3ecau.se of these
slower drying areas, machining should not be done until tests show that
the drying period has been sufficient to obtain a uniform moisture content.
The degrade caused by collapse is not extensive in most cases, but such
affected material must be removed in subsequent cutting operations when the
better grades of core stock are being made. Aspen seasons with few
splitting, checking, warping, twisting, or other common drying defects.
Properly dried aspen is very stable and is therefore we'll adapted to core
stock production.
Inhere the amount of material processed justifies the cost, modern equip-
ment for handling lumber is a paying investment and eliminates costly
manual operations, powered transfer cars and lumber lifts are available
which can handle an entire kiln truck of lumber with a minimum of manpower
and expense.
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Shop Methods in Production of Core Stock
Aspen wood can be fabricated into core stock by standard methods. Prep-
aration of the glue joint may be made in any one of several ways. The
modern chain- feed, straight- line ripsaw, when properly fitted, will
produce a satisfactory glue. joint in aspen. The swage-set saw is
believed to produce the cleanest cut in aspen, but the spring- set saw
gives equally good results when accurately fitted. Satisfactory stock
for gluing may also be obtained with the modern glue jointer and the
hand jointer. The latter type of equipment requires a skilled operator
for satisfactory results. The principal requirements for a good glue
joint or surface are that it be straight, smooth, and square with the
cutting being worked.
Glue equipment consists of some type of glue spreader for coating the
prepared edge of the cutting and a clamping device for pressing the cut-
tings together and holding them until the glue has set. There are several
types of spreaders and presses, ranging from simple hand-operated equipment
to modern continuous-type core gluers employing steam or high-frequency
electric current for setting and drying of the glue line, A common type
of equipment found in many plants is the roll glue spreader and the multi-
ple section clamp carrier. The more modern units of this type of equip-
ment are motor driven. A fairly high rate of production is possible with
skilled operators. The continuous type ~core gluers are a more recent
development that give promise of high production rates with a minimum of
manpov/er » They are a high-cost unit, however, and are best suited to
plants of large capacity.
There are various types of glue used in the manufacture of core stock.
The type used should be in keeping with the use of the product to be
manufacturedc Thus, if the end product is subject to alternate wetting
and drying, a waterproof glue should be used in laying up the core stock.
For most uses where lumber core stock is used, however, the requirements
are mainly for a water resistant glue. If cold- setting glues are used in
the core stock operation, information should be available on the reaction
in the glue line if the veneer is to be laid up by the hot press method.
Aspen produces a strong glue line with either cold-setting or hot-setting
glues, and press pressures in veneering should be compara.ble to those used
for the same density woods of other species. The press pressures will
depend upon the faces and crossbands as well as on the cores, In general
the assembly will require gluing pressures higher than those that are just
sufficient to glue aspen to aspen.
Core stock production lends itself to a high degree of mechanization if
the volume output is sufficient to justify the plant investment required.
It is also possible to operate efficiently in the small shop with a minimum
of mechanical handling equipment if the shop is efficiently laid out and
organized for this type of production.
Llachining Aspen Wood
Aspen wood machines best in most of the wood-working processes at about
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6 percent moisture content based on oven-dry weight. Planing tests con-
ducted on aspen indicate that a 30-degree knife cutting angle producing
not less than IS knife marks per inch gives good surfacing results.
Aspen wood planes much better as a rule with a light cut of about l/32
inch than with heavier cuts. For best smoothness of surface, cuts in
excess of l/l6 inch should be made in two operations or runs. All soft-
textured woods are more prone to produce fuzzy grain than the more dense
hardwoods, and aspen is no different in this respect than other woods
of similar texture.
Shaping is an important operation in some types of furniture manufacture
where the edges are not veneered but are worked to some form or pattern.
There are relatively few woods, however, that are outstanding in this
quality and for the most part they are the better cabinet woods such as
mahogany, birch, and hard maple. Additional experimental work^needs to
be done on shaping to determine the best method of producing smooth-
shaped edges in soft-textured woods.
In general, the machining qualities of aspen are very similar to those
of other soft-textured hardwood species. Careful attention to details
of machine setting will usually produce satisfactory results in the
machining of aspen a
Finishing to the User's Requirements
The production of core stock should be closely correlated with the
user's requirements since the manner in which it is finished must fit
into the subsequent operations that must be performed on it. In large
measure, core stock is a. custom-made item and is laid up in the size
that is wanted for a particular purpose . This is especially true of
that going to the furniture trade. There are, however, certain stock
items and sizes that are produced in large quantities for the panel and
plywood trade.
Gore stock is frequently produced and shipped from the same plant in
several conditions of surface depending upon the requirements of the
user, Rough or hit and miss surfaced stock is frequently furnished to
using plants that are fully equipped to complete the final surfacing
opera.tion» Stock is less subject to damage in transit when shipped in
this form, as most scratches will surface out in the final planing.
Finish- surfaced stock is frequently furnished to users that are not
equipped to perform this operation or where it is desired to use it
directly in the veneering process upon arrival.. Sanded and cross-banded
stock is furnished only infrequently since, these operations are commonly
performed as a concurrent operation with laying of the face veneer.
Customers' specifications often extend to the type of glue to be used in
laying up the core stock and to the kind of joint that is acceptable.
A common specification at one time was for a tongue and groove joint
such as that produced on the glue jointer. However, this .specification
is now frequently ruled out in favor of the straight butt or edge joint.
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Another common type of joint sometimes specified is the tapered dove-
tailed joint produced in a specialized type of equipment which also acts
as a press and pane 1- forming unit at the same time.
An essential part of core stock production is careful attention to the
details of manufacture, and inspection to assure adherence to established
grades and specifications.
EQUIPMENT FOR COKE STOCK PRODUCTION
Cutting Equipment
Core stock production is essentially a process of reducing lumber to cut
tings of a particular size and grade and reassembling them into panels.
The cutting equipment most commonly used in a core stock plant includes
ripsaws, cut off saws, and frequently a resaw. If the glue joint is
produced in the ripping operation, the most common type of equipment used
is the chain- feed, straight- line ripsaw. The modern, direct motor-driven
saw of this type is a precision piece of equipment, capable of exacting
work when properly fitted and maintained. The ripping operation reduces
the lumber to the required width and removes certain types of defects that
are not admissible in the grade of stock being made, as well as producing
the glue surface. Power-feed equipment is essential in this operation if
adequate production is to be obtained.
The cut-off saw performs two essential operations in core stock production:
(l) reduces the cutting to proper length and (2) eliminates defects that
are not admissible in the grade of the stock being cut. There are
several kinds of cut-off saws that are entirely suitable for this operation
in either the swing or radial type. Cross-cutting equipment should be
well maintained and fitted to produce a smooth cut. The double cut off
type saw is frequently employed to square trim the glued- up panel prior
to shipment. The modern chain- feed, direct motor-driven, double cut-off
saw is a versatile piece of equipment that can perform several operations
when properly fitted.
The resaw in the core stock plant is generally a utility piece of equipment
rather than a production item. It may be either the vertical or horizontal
type and is most frequently used to rework heavy stock to thinner dimen-
sions. Appreciable savings are possible by this method if the heavy stock
has been kiln dried to the proper moisture content and freed of casehard-
ening.
Surfacing; Equipment
The surfacing equipment required in a core stock plant is dependent upon
the plan of operation followed and the condition or surface of stock to
be shipped. Many plants lay up core stock from rough cuttings without
any preliminary planing or sizing. "While there are some advantages to
this practice, it frequently results in degraded stock at the time of
final surfacing due to exposure of defects that were not apparent in the
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rough cutting. In preparing aspen lumber for use in core stock, it is
frequently good shop practice to give the rough lumber a light hit and
miss or equalizing planing as a first operation. This planing operation
usually exposes any defects that will require subsequent removal and
results in less reworking of completed panels. A modern double surfacer
of the long bed type or the equalizing straight-o-plane are satisfactory
igrpes of equipment for this operation.
The cabinet type single or double surfacer with wide bed opening is a
satisfactory type of equipment for finish surfacing of glued- up panels.
Since in many instances where this operation is performed in the core
stock plant the stock will be routed directly to the veneering process
at the receiving end, every effort should be made to produce a smooth
and properly sized panel. This will require adequate maintenance of
equipment and a continuous inspection service to insure a satisfactorily
finished product c
Other types of knife-cutting equipment frequently found in the core stock
plant are glue jointers and hand jointers. Except in cases where the
glue joint is produced by one of these two methods, these two items of




Other types of equipment frequently found in the core stock plant in
addition to the gluing equipment already discussed are conveyors, hand
or platform trucks, glue mixers, and saw and knife sharpening equipment.
Sanding equipment is sometimes found in the core stock plant as a utility
type of equipment.
The general plant layout and the amount of daily production will govern
the number of units of equipment required in the core stock plant. This
can only be determined on the basis of each specific case and is beyond
the scope of this report,
GRADING OF CORE STOCK
Description of Grades
The following grading standards for core stock were issued by the United
States Department of Commerce through the National Bureau of Standards
at the instance of the Plywood Manufacturers Association, and became
effective in July 1942.
Cores or Centers, Sawn
Grade A (Clear) - A core of any designated wood with any specified type
of tight- glued joint and random widths, full length strips not over 4
inches wide. Disco lorations shall be admitted, but it shall be clear of
defects.
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Grade No. 1 (or Regular) - A core of any designated wood with any speci-
fied type of tight-glued joint and random widths, any one strip to be
not over 4 inches wide. Sound knots, discolorations, and butt-joint
strips, other than outer edges, shall be admitted. Open defects, if
securely patched, shall be admitted.
Grade Ho. 2 (or Clear Ed.re) - A core of any designated wood in either
"A" or "No. 1" grades, with edges clear of defects to permit shaping
(or molding) to a depth of ljjj inches on all edges.
Specifications other than standard grades are frequently drawn to suit
the particular requirements of the user. A common specification of
this type calls for a reduced width of strip or location of sound
defects, etc.
Aspen is frequently produced and sold under the commercial standard
grading rules for hardwood dimension lumber, and when so produced and
sold, in glued or unglued stock, the grade requirements for flat stock
hardwood dimension are applicable. The grades under this specification
are for Clear, Clear one face, Paint, Core, and Sound. These grading
standards were issued by the United States Department of Commerce,
through the National Bureau of Standards, at the instance of the Hardwood
Dimension Manufacturers Association, and became effective in October
1936.
SUMMARY
To an increasing extent, aspen must be looked to for any sizable expan-
sion in plant capacity of wood-using industries in the Lake States region.
Probably much of the disfavor associated with this species in the past
has been due to lack of basic information on suitable uses for aspen,
poor milling, and improper seasoning. Because of its favorable physical
and mechanical properties and its wide availability in suitable grades
and at reasonable cost, aspen wood holds considerable promise as a
material for the manufacture of core stock. An added advantage is that
it can be fabricated by standard methods and with standard equipment.
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